
Section 3:  Acceleration

� Students will be able to define and calculate 
acceleration.

� Describe the concept of acceleration as a change 
in velocity.

� Explain why circular motion is continuous 
acceleration even when the speed does not 
change.

� Calculate acceleration as the rate at which 
velocity changes.

� Graph acceleration on a velocity-time graph.



Acceleration

� Rate at which velocity changes over time

� Object accelerates if its speed, direction, or both 

changes

� Acceleration can be expressed as a change in 

velocity over time
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� Calculating Acceleration

� Change in velocity divided by the time interval

� A positive acceleration means that the object is 

speeding up

� A negative acceleration means the object is slowing 

down (decelerating)



Acceleration Graphs

� Independent variable is TIME

� Dependent variable is VELOCITY

� Slope gives the acceleration

� Positive slope means the object is speeding up

� Negative slope means the object is slowing down

� Horizontal line means there is constant velocity



Acceleration Problems

� Natalie accelerates her skateboard along a straight path from 0 m/s 

to 4.0 m/s in 2.5 s. Find the average acceleration.

� A turtle swimming in a straight line toward shore has a speed of 

0.50 m/s. After 4.0 s, its speed is 0.80 m/s. What is the turtle's 

average acceleration?

� Find the average acceleration of a northbound subway train that 

slows down from 12 m/s to 9.6 m/s in 0.8 s.

� Marisa's car accelerates at an average rate of 2.6 m/s2. Calculate 

how long it takes her car to speed up from 24.6 m/s to 26.8 m/s.

� A cyclist travels at a constant velocity of 4.5 m/s westward, and 

then speeds up with a steady acceleration of 2.3 m/s2. Calculate 

the cyclist's speed after accelerating for 5.0 s.


